Blairstown Markers
The Blairstown Historic District was listed on the National Register
of Historic Places in 2007. Almost half of the primary buildings
within the District were built during John Blair’s lifetime, the boom
period following the construction of the Blairstown Railroad. The
distinctive historical character of the village results from the survival
of these buildings, largely because the railroad was the last major
transportation improvement that the town has seen. State Route
94 has since bypassed Main Street as the main thoroughfare for
travelers, and buildings “in town” have suffered few contemporary
updates. The two-story porches that remain on many of the storefronts are particularly reminiscent of late 19th and early 20th century main streets.
Blair Academy, currently considered one of the most prestigious
private high schools in the country, is also home to numerous historic and architecturally important structures. The cemetery opposite the Old Academy building contains the grave sites of John
Insley Blair, his family, and many of his illustrious nineteenth-century contemporaries.
Signs have recently been erected around and along Main Street
that explain, with text and historical photos, the significance of various buildings and, in many cases, their direct connection with John
Insley Blair. A walking tour of the village is one well worth taking!

This 1995 painting by artist Jan Swift, looking from Old Academy Drive east down
Main Street towards the Presbyterian Church, shows contemporary Blairstown much
as it appeared 100 years prior. Prints are available at Gallery 23 on Main Street.
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30 Main St. (1913) The
former silent screen movie
house now operates as the
Historic Blairstown Theater.
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The original footbridge over
the Paulinskill and meadow
was built to the railroad
station by John I.Blair in
1877. This beautiful bridge
has survived major fl
floods
oods
and has been restored
several times.
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Dating to 1877, the station was a main line depot
until passenger service was halted in 1938. The
2 1/2 story wood frame combination freight and
passenger station had a raised platform around
the freight portion and a track level passenger
platform. In 1958 the NYS&W retired the freight
station, and it eventually burned down in 1973.
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39 Main St. (1838) The site
of the current Post Office, the
four story, thirty room hotel
burned in 1957.
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J.I. Blair Cemetery

Simeon Cooke Residence

2 Main St. • The oldest homestead
in Blairstown, built prior to 1819.
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The Old Academy

1848. The original
Blairstown Presbyterial
Academy.
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12 Main St. (1818)
A stone replacement
for the original
Smith’s grist and
saw mill, the arches
were added in 1903.
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